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Taking the Denis out
of Nick Compton
A young Durban-born cricketer is carving a name for himself in
English cricket and moving out of his grandfather’s enormous shadow

TiMEOUT

FRIDAY’S BIG INTERVIEW

By Patrick Compton
NGLAND’s glamorous cricketing cavalier of the late
1940s and 1950s, Denis Compton, evokes fond memories
for many, but he can cast a long shadow over those who choose to follow in
his footsteps. This week, his Durbanborn grandson, Nick, stepped into the
light.
It’s been a fabulous week for the 29year-old Somerset batsman. Not only
has he been included in the England
squad to tour India in November, but
he has picked up two domestic awards
to underline his new-found status in
English cricket after averaging 99 in
first-class cricket last season and very
nearly scoring 1 000 runs – a rare feat –
by the end of May.
On Monday he was chosen cricketer of the year by the august, hardto-please England cricket writers,
while yesterday he received the award
that every cricketer covets, the approval of his fellow pros who chose
him as their player of the season.
Nick Compton chases the runs during day two of the tour match between England Lions and West
As his uncle who was fortuitously
Indies at The County Ground in Northampton, England, on May 11.
PICTURE: GETTY IMAGES in London earlier this week, I was
lucky enough to attend Monday’s
lunch at the Plaisterers’ Hall near St
Paul’s Cathedral. When he was called
up to receive his award, Nick joked
that he didn’t turn up to bat still wearing a dinner jacket from the revelries
the night before, and that he was delighted to be referred to as simply Nick
Compton, no longer needing to be defined by his family relation.
Being the grandson of Denis
Charles Scott Compton (1918-1997) has
been both a blessing and a burden. On
the one hand, Nick has been inspired
by the great man’s success, glamour
and fame; on the other, the Brylcreemed one’s reputation has created
both expectations and hurdles that
have sometimes felt like insuperable
barriers.
At the age of 29, Nick has finally become himself, both on and off the
field. Commenting on his selection to
me, he made all the usual remarks
about achieving a lifetime goal and the
sense of honour he felt, then he got
down to real business: “I’m not stupid.
I’ll lap it up this week, and then I’m
going to readjust my focus. Getting the
cap is one thing, wearing it properly is
another. Getting selected doesn’t mean
a lot unless I get some runs in Mumbai
in two months’ time.”
Those are the words of someone
who has been shaped by the school of
hard knocks and who will not allow
this week’s adulation to distract his
mind. It all began for Nick, as it has for
a number of England players, in the
prime cricketing nursery that is SA.
He was a successful schoolboy cricketer at Clifton Prep and afterwards at
Hilton College and finally Durban
High School where he struck a century on his first team debut under the
captaincy of Hashim Amla.
He remembered that innings (“I
think it was against Marist Brothers”), and its immediate aftermath,
as one of the defining moments of his
young life.
“I was travelling up to Pietermaritzburg in the school bus and one of
the masters, Geoff Mace (a greatly
revered man who has since died),
turned to me and said: ‘Nick, you’ll
play for South Africa one day.’ Of
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Nick Compton with his father, Richard, at Worcester earlier this year when Nick passed 1 000 runs in the season
just one day after the end of May.
course, being a young teenager, I was
hugely impressionable, and I’ve never
forgotten that moment. It meant a
huge deal to me and helped to bring
my ambitions into focus.”
Nick will never play for his country
of birth, but he never went the bitter
“KP” route, criticising his country’s
selection policies as a reason for his
departure. He never needed to, playing
provincial age-level cricket throughout his time at prep and high school,
before deciding that the lure of England, informed by his family history,
was the way to go.
“I’m very proud of my South
African upbringing and connections. I
have fond memories of my time there
where I grew up in a sports-mad culture,” Nick told me this week. Asked if
there were any particular mentors,
Nick mentioned Grayson Heath and
(former Dolphins and South Africa
coach) Graham Ford but particularly
acknowledged the efforts of Leicestershire pro and England age-group development coach Tim Boon who was
impressed by the young schoolboy batting in the Kingsmead nets.

Catalyst
“As it turned out, he knew my dad
(Richard) as they both played for
Pirates. It was Tim who came and
coached me at my home, and he told
me that I would be a serious player one
day. He was the major catalyst in making me decide that playing cricket in
England was what I wanted to do.”
He received a cricket scholarship to
Winston Churchill’s alma mater, Harrow, scored a ton of runs under the
watchful eye of housemaster (and famous Premier League soccer referee)
David Elleray, and then joined his
grandfather’s county, Middlesex.
The move turned out to be something of a mixed blessing for the
youngster. There was the thrill of scoring his maiden first-class century at
Lord’s, but also the frustration of slow
progress, because of a mysterious, lingering injury (now overcome), as well
as the growing feeling that he needed a
fresh impetus to boost his career.
That duly arrived when he joined
Somerset in 2010, swopping the bright
lights of London for the quieter, more
rustic Taunton. The move proved

hugely beneficial. As it turned out,
Somerset’s ambitious director of
cricket, Brian Rose, didn’t want Nick
to compete with stroke-players of the
calibre of skipper Marcus Trescothick, Craig Kieswetter and the explosive Jos Buttler. Instead, he wanted
him to bat at three and hold the innings together, providing it with a
spine.
“Initially
I
found that difficult. When you’re
batting with flair
players you’re tempted to emulate
them and try to dominate the bowling,
hitting the first half-volley you see
through the covers for four. Then,
gradually, I changed my philosophy.
Now I try to bat for long periods of
time and do a job for my team in that
way.”
Not surprisingly, his early hero,
Jacques Kallis, remains an inspiration, as is his contemporary, Hashim
Amla, not to mention the recently retired “wall”, Rahul Dravid.
“Those guys illustrate how important the mind is in cricket. It’s like
doing a business deal. You don’t want
to rush into a decision high on nerves
and excitement. You want to take a
walk on the beach and think it over
calmly and dispassionately before
committing yourself. That’s how I try
to bat. If you see me practising in the
nets, you’re more likely to see me
working on my forward defence than a
reverse-sweep!”
Of course, none of this would go
down particularly well with his dashing grandfather. “I remember him
watching me practise as a youngster
once. I thought I was doing well, keeping a high left elbow and showing good
technique. After a while he couldn’t
contain himself any longer and said:
‘Nick, hit the bloody ball!’”
Nick laughs, acknowledging his
grandfather’s point that sometimes intense self-analysis and an obsession
with technique can be self-defeating.
But, for perhaps the first time in his
career, Compo junior is coming from a
position of strength. He knows and appreciates where he’s come from, but,
like a writer discovering his own style,
he’s worked through his influences
and discovered who he is and how he
intends to succeed.
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Nick Compton during a match at
Old Trafford in August.

Facts and figures
Nicholas Richard Denis Compton
Parents: Richard and Glynis
Compton.
Born: June 26, 1983 in Durban.
Age: 29.
Educated: Clifton, Hilton, DHS
and Harrow.
Batting and bowling: Right-hand
bat; right-arm offbreak.
First-class debut: Middlesex
v Cambridge University, May 12-14,
2004.
First-class average: 6 254 runs at
48.20 in 96 matches, including
16x100s, 27x50s.

Lab rat deaths
spike on GM diet
PARIS: Rats fed a type of genetically modified maize
died younger, and suffered a range of tumours and
cancers, a new French study found this week.
The report in the online edition of the International Journal of Food Toxicity by a team of researchers
at the University of Caen in northern France looked
at rats fed on the GM crop for two years.
“The results are alarming. We observed a typical
two to three time higher mortality rate among females,” said researcher Gilles-Eric Seralini.
“There are two to three times more tumours in
rats of both sexes,” he added.
Two hundred rats were fed a GM corn strain
named NK603 for two years, as well as the herbicide
Roundup. Both products are owned by the US company Monsanto.
“For the first time ever, a GM and a pesticide were
evaluated for their health impact for longer than
health agencies, governments and industry have
done,” said Seralini. According to the professor,
NK603 has only been tested for up to three months
previously. “These are the best tests you can have, before going on to test on humans,” he added.
In Brussels, a spokesman for the EU Health Commissioner John Dalli said the European Commission
would be examining the study. – Sapa-dpa

